AGI’s Novo TouchBet® LiveRoulette sets milestone in
Roulette lounge of Spielbank
Bad Homburg
Austrian Gaming Industries GmbH (AGI) has exclusively
delivered the latest gaming technology for the opening of the
new Roulette lounge at the casino Bad Homburg. The
installation signalled the world premiere of 8 white Novo
Tableau™ multi-player terminals combined with a Novo TouchBet®
Live-Roulette.
After many years of valued co-operation, the historical
Spielbank Bad Homburg has once again opted for the state of
the art roulette equipment and gaming know how of Austrian
manufacturer AGI.

The new installation consists of a modern
Novo TouchBet® Live-Roulette system and 8 Novo Tableau™
terminals in elegant white, all staged in the newly launched
roulette lounge. The roulette wheel is operated by a croupier
and thus offers the traditional atmosphere and discreet
privacy of roulette combined with up-to-date technology and

security. Modern screen and camera technology allow a live
broadcast of the wheel on each terminal, contributing to a top
gaming experience.
The 8 Novo Tableau™ multi-player terminals are equipped with
high resolution TFT touch-screens and impress with high gaming
convenience in elegant style. Cash handling will be executed
via banknotes and ticket-in-ticket-out (TITO) functionality.
On special request of the Spielbank Bad Homburg the terminals
have been manufactured in white and thus blend in perfectly
with the elegant ambience of the historical casino.
“Through the flexibility of our portfolio we are able to
realise even rather specific requests concerning style and
installation“, says Jens Halle, Managing Director AGI. “At the
Spielbank Bad Homburg we attained a further milestone in the
compliance of optimised space-management, elegant style and
maximum gaming experience for the player.“
Bruno Hubert, Managing Director Spielbank Bad Homburg, is
pleased with the new purchase:
“With the new Novo TouchBet® Live-Roulette system we have
achieved a perfect blend of modern slot machine gaming and the
traditional live roulette atmosphere. The contemporary gaming
technology in connection with the optimised management of our
edificial circum-stances through 8 terminals guarantees
exquisite entertainment for our guests. We are positive that
the new roulette system will enjoy great popularity among our
visitors.“
The new Roulette lounge will be launched this Sunday, April
30, 2006 at 3 pm – it is declared as a non-smoking-area.

